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worsting Hamphire narrows th< i margin

A&T
the state for
campus crime
By Kenneth Griffin

Staff Writer

Hv Archie Clark
Editor & Chief

Dole,Buchanan,
Alexander, Forbes: it would seem

prior to the New Hampshire Pri-

mary there were too many candidates to choose from. With the
conclusion ofthe primary, thefield
has narrowed to essentially three
candidates. The three choices are
currently in what some call a deadlock as the Republican Party moves
a step closer to choosing their '96
presidential candidate.
Pat Buchanan, former TV
commentor on Crossfire, claimed
the upset in the lead-off presidential primary, nudging the previous
front-runner Senator Bob Dole off
his perch. His surprising victory
has put the GOP race intoa threeway free-for-all with former Tennessee governor Lamar Alexander
as the candidates prepare to launch
into a five week, 30-state burst of

Alexander with a tight 23 percent
of the votes and the publishing
mogul Steve Forbes with a mere
12 percent.

Alan Keyes, the only minority Republican candidate to try
his hand at a Republican nomina-

Crime is a huge problem
on college campuses everywhere,
but North Carolina A&T S tate University in particular has one of the
highestcrimerates for collegecampuses in the state, according to a
recent study in The Daily Tar Heel.
Among the 16 University of
North Carolina schools, A&Tranks
last in violent crimes. The study
was based on crime in proportion
to enrollment with A&T having a
violent crime for every 100 students last year.
The latest incident
occured just this past Saturday after the A&T-South Carolina State
basketball game in which a flurry
ofshots was heard fired outside of
Cooper Hall. Even in the presence primary contests
The primary concluded
of the A&T security, people were
lion this year, has been eliminated
firing weapons and even smoking with Buchanan claiming 27 pcrillegal contraband in the public's centof the votes, which was enough from the campaign. Buchanan, the
to eclipse the 26 percent effort for
eye
current front-runner, may not be
Dole. The rest of the field had the ideal choice for the minority
Some students feel the
reason why A&T has so many problems is that our campus is so open
for unwanted guests.

"We have people coming
into the dorms to take showers we
have never seen," said Thomas
Haslye III,resident .director ofScott
Hall B. "Most of the crimes that
arc committed on campus are not
by the smdents at A&T." An example of this was a few years ago
when a man was shot after a gymjam, and it did not involve the
A&T students.
"Scott B is in a bad location," said Haslye-. "By having
checkpoints with security guards,
we could regulate who is coming
on our campus at night
Fredrick Cornelius of
A&T security said: "It is a good
idea to have checkpoints." However, he added the shortage of officers might be a problem.
Some students pointed
out the fact female dormitories receive more security than the male
dorms
"There is more security
in the girls' dorms for obvious
reasons," said Chicquet Newkirk,
a freshman Barbce Hall resident.
continued page 2

citizen

Buchanan is well known
for his opposition to programs such
as North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA). He seems
to only support internal improvements and even vows to build a

security fence along the U.S.Mexico border to do what he says
will"...stopillegal immigration into
this country cold." Buchanan ap-

parently does not desire the voteof

the Hispanic community. It is also
aknown fact Buchanan previously
had two members that were at one
timeaffiliated with white supremacist groups. One was affiliated with
the National Association for the
Advancement of White People
whilethe other wasassociated wi th
another such organization.
In anut-shell, whatmakes
Buchanan stand apart from his
opponents are his strong views on
trade and his social views. He does
not support NAFTA or GAT and
otherwise opposes foreign labor
practices thatemploy workers other
than United States citizens. His
supporters are often bitter victims
ofthese foreign trade agreements.
Socially, Buchanan openly supports pro-life and is a staunch opponent to homosexuality.
When the New Hampshire Primary voters were asked
what they weighed their decisions
on, they most often looked to the
candidates' policies on the budget.
In order to get back into this race
after such a disappointing letdown,
continued on page 2

Male residents face petition for better housing
By Kevin

Sturdivant
Staff Writer

For weeks the men of the
maleresidence halls have been dissatisfied with their living conditions. Facing such problems as
improper and inadeqtiatc repair of
shower stalls and sinks, leaking

formally speak to some of the
concerns of the residents.
The petition specifically
lists the concerns of the residents
and asks for a portion of theirhousing dues to be returned and placed
in the hall council fund to be under
the control of the studenis.
"A lot of people came to
me and said they were tired ofthe
living conditions and (we)
shouldn't have
to

bathroom ceilings, untimely distribution of toiletries and many
other concerns
led the residents
ofihemcn'shalls
"A lot of people came to me
lo question the
and said they were tire of
importance
the living conditons and we
placed on student
shouldn't have to pay,"
living conditions
—Paul Thorpe, resident and
as seen by theadHall senator.
ministration.
After repeated attempts
from various sources to try and
internally resolve the problems, the
residents of Scott Hall Annex B,
led by Paul Thorpe, a 20-year-old
junior from Durham and Scott B
hall senator, decided lo drafta petition,addressed toadministration,

lo pay.

lorpe

said of how the
idea of a petilion got Started.

"Scott B has
been labeled as
'bad boys,' and
in recent times,
criminal activ-

ity went along

with that stigma
"This year Scott B has
not lived up to that stigma. There
had been problems all along when
we as residents have not deserved
to complain, but now we have the
privilege to complain," Thorpe
said

f

2
Inferior conditions in Scott Hall have led residents to petition for portions oftheir
money back.

Thorpe views Ihepetition
as a vehicle to improve communication lines Between residents and
alert non-residents ofwhat goes on
in the residence halls.
"This
petition is for the good ofthe A&T
family, staff, students and administration. The only way students
can receive a 'world-class education ' is that wereceive world-class
housing," Thorpe said.
Although the petition has

not been officially served, measurements are already being taken

lo eradicate some of the problems. Dr. Sullivan Welborne, Vice
Chancellor for Student Affairs,
said: "The petition does not fall
upon deaf ears, we have used that
as a basis for moving forward."
Welborne is working
closely with Charles Mclntyre,
Vice Chancellor for Business and
continued on page 3
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The race
Gantt
for Senate:
By Purity

Blake
Staff Writer

"It's time, it's time, it's
time," shouted Harvey Gantt in his
opening icebreaker to theaudience
on Feb. 15 in University of North
Carolina-Greensboro' s Elliot Center. Gantt, the first African American to graduate from Clemson
University and the former Charlotte mayor, is onceagain pursuing
the same ambition as he did in
1990-to gain the United Stales
Senate seat that is presentiy occupied by Jesse Helms.
Gantt lost a bitter election fight to Helms in 1990 by a
thin margin. This year, Gantt has
faith in his same campaign issues.
He feels issues related to child
development, medicaid and education matter to the people. Over
the past five years, he has spoken
to civic organizations, cnurches and
just about everywhere in the state
to people about the issues that
mattered in his campaign. Through
those speaking engagements, he is
convinced that these issues are on
target with North Carolinians.
Gantt hopes his supporters endure to the end and turn out
on election day to remove Helms
from his 24 year reign. To face
Helms, Gantt mustgetpast Charles

Sanders, a Durham cardiologist
who recently retired as chairman

of Glaxo Inc.
In his speech, Gantt gives
his reason for running for U.S.
Senate again. "I think America
ought to be a place of opportunity.
I'm running because I think we
have a responsibility for changing
the environmentand changing ourselves." Gantt emphasized that he
plans torun a campaign that speaks
directly lo the concerns of North
Carolinians.
Some ofhis priorities includeprotectingparentsand grandparents by preservingMedicare and
Social Security, investing in Head
Start Programs and college loans
and building a brighter future for
the people of North Carolina. "I
believe you can balance the budget
without taking away programs that
matter to thepeople thatneed them"
he said
Gantt also stated in a recent campaign letter that he believed that it is wrong for the Republican Congress to be cutting
support for Medicare and education while handing out tax breaks
to big corporations and the rich.
Our campaign, he wrote, will be
about making Washington work
for the middle class for a change.
"I walk around those

thinks his time
housing projects, and I look for
Harvey. I want to see that kid with
the look in his eye and the parent
that pushes in spite of poverty,
that's going to work hard. When
that child is ready to move forward, I want to make sure that the
government is there for them just
as it was for me.'
Gantt supporters at
UNCG and North Carolina A&T
seem to be very enthusiastic about
his second attempt at the Senate
office. Dr. Alvin Keyes, professor

Staff Writer
Have you eaten achicken

sandwich orany otherpoullry product lately? Well you might be surprised to know that the poultry
industry has dethroned tobacco as
North Carolina's number one industry by grossing around 1.6 billion dollarsannually. The Tar Heel
State also ranks number one in
turkeyproduction and number four

in raising broilers
Despite the industry's
prosperity and growth, it is not
immune to problems. One of its
greatest challenges is finding ways

to control bacterial contamination.

Dr. Willie Willis of North Carolina A&T's School of Agriculture
is addressing the problem head-on

with a project whose main objective is finding ways to control a
pathogen, closely related to Salmonella, known as Campylijbater

At EDS, we serve clients in more than 35 industries and in 40
countries around the world. We are currently searching for Customer
Assistance Representatives to work at GM customer assistance
centers in Michigan.

By

Archie Clark
Editor & Chief

The latest development
in the ongoing Kmart wage discrimination dispute includes an
un preceden tedrejection ofcharitable funds that were donated to
the Greensboro Branch NAACP
by Kmart.
The S10,0(X) contribul ion was solicited by the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People but was rejected Feb. 18 after a meeting

Jejuni, from developing in the poul

try people eat.

Willis, a poultry scientist, is experimenting in an effort to
find out how the bedding used in
chicken farming contributes to the
"ecology" of the organism at the
production and level. In this experiment, he is replacing the traditional pine wood shavings with
leaves

"We were looking for alternatives," Willis said, as he described how the idea for using
leaves came about. "There is an
increasing demand for wood shavings, but while the supply decreases, costs steadily increase.
"We said why don't we
use some of this here," recalled
Willis as he explains that it wasn't
until he saw leaves from A&T's
campus being taken to the farm
southeast of town to decompose
that he got the idea to try them as

Qualified candidates must possess a Bachelor's degree or
equivalent, extensive knowledge of automotive mechanics,
excellent communication skills and the ability to relocate.

continued on page 9

Consider the possibilities. Everything you need to succeed
salary, benefits and opportunity is here for you. For consideration,
please mail or e-mail your resume to: Tracy Schriver, EDS
Staffing, Dept 724367,700 Tower Drive, 5thFloor, Troy, MI 48098;
email: staffing@eds.com.

Got any
suggestions?

-

EDSis m

ofeonynitt employer, matttfc EDSis a nyutenrf ,mrt
tfEtoUonic Data Sysltm, Conxnulion.

Of psychology at A&T, values
Gantt's sincere nature. He feels
this attitude will help in his climb
to reaching his goal. "I like his
approach to policy making. I think
he is sincereabout making policies
that benefit everybody. I think he
is self-critical and knows how to
say when he is wrongand heknows
how to correct that."
Bill Howard,editorof the
Carolina Peacemaker, stressed the
value of the vote in determining
Gantt's outcome in the primary, as

is

now

well as the main election. "We
hope he has a chance.. He has to
win the primaryfirstagainst Charlie
Sanders. I think if enough people
come out to vote, he will win.
Black apathy is the key villain in
our community. We talk and talk
about things, but we never vote."
The shouts at UNCG and
optimistic views from others conclude thereality thatthe final decision rests in the hands of the vot-

NAACP rejects KMarts $10,000 offer

NC puts chicken first over tobacco
By Vicynthia Mauney

February 28, 1996

We take 'em, big
and smaii!
Write us:
Box E-25
N.C. A&T SU

Greensboro, N.C.
27411
or call us
(910) 334-7700

between theexecutiveboardof the Greensboro natives to area college
Greensboro branch and the memstudents claim they are discrimibers ofthe Pulpit Forum three days nated against, and they helped man
earlier. The Pulpit Forum, a group the civil protest to persuade Kman
ofblack ministers, has thrown their officials lo increase ihc wages.
support behind the Kmart protest.
Their problem stems from
The forum has heljxxl organize the what the workers refer to as wage
protest which hascosted the city of discrimination. The 500 to
550
Greensboro in excess of S48,(X)0 workers are paid an average ol
and led to 125 arrest.
$4.90an hour less andreceive fewer
Since early December, benefits than their counterparts ai
Kmartemployees have staged four 12 other Kmart distribution cenweekend protests at the Super ters across the country'. Kmart acK mart on West Wendover Avenue. knowledges the lower pay but says
The employees who range from
continued on page 9

A&T crime from front
"There is a security guard always
around, and security is always
checking around the halls. But then
again, where there's a will, there's
a way."

Though security is
tighter, co-ed visitation has been
violated before.
"I'll be in the hall on the
phone at two in the morning and
see a guy pass by. We'll just say
'What's up?' but it doesn'treally
bother me," saidEbony B urroughs,
freshman Morrow Hall resident.
"There are girls who go to the
guys' dorms, too. But that's kind
of impossible to stop."
Major G. A.Grace of the
A&T police implied, if Scott Halls
j usthad one entrancein each building, resident directors would easily be able to recognize strangers
to the dorms.
However, theresident directors have been working hard to
improve the safety of the dorms.
Haslye said that theyarc running a
tighter ship this year. The directors
said that they have'been putting in
extra effort to cut down on "sun
downing," which is when students
who have dropped out of school
continue to reside in the dorms.

Some of these students arc not
troublemakers, but it seems that a
great deal of them are.

According to security,
they cannot do anything until the
students put in a conscience effort
to catch people who are committing crimes. They believe most
people know who the people are
who are making it hard for other
students

Security is looking into
adding checkpoints to the campus
and getting students to speak up
about troublemakers. "If campus
events only admitted college students, it would make for a safer
environment at these functions,"
Grace said. "Outsiders giveA&T a
bad name in the community. The
majority ofstudentsare people who
respect people and property, but
we have a select few who choose
not to abide by the rules."
Ranked last in violent
crimesamong the UNC schools, it
is a given changes need to be initiated. Without the cooperation betweenadm in istration, students and
security, though, progress will be
slow to help enhance A&T's im-

New Hampshire from front

Dole must emphasize his budget
policies Also he must address the
issue of jobs and show how he
plans to improve the economy.
Forbes did linish with 12
percentbehind Dole, butthe race is
not over for him just yet. His
strength lies in Arizona and Delaware, two locations the GOP will
meet in the upcoming weeks
While most voters polled
said they decided in thefinal weeks
of the primary, others who were

polled in an exit-poll claimed tc
have based the votes they casted
on pocket-book issues which ineludes jobs, taxes and the budge,

deficit

On the Democratic side,
Clinton is probably happy with the
outcome. The close race shows the
division among the GOP. One must
ask if they cannot come together
now and select their candidate -how are they to unseat the presidentevenafterarocky presidency?
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Aggie blood
drive saves
lives, helps
Red Cross

Students face, evaluate
AIDS and HIV head on
Pi ritv Bl.AKI
StaffWriter

By

Staff Writer

blood would donate once more than
what they do, we would never run
out of blood or have to beg the
media for it," said Daphne Burrows, a Blood Services Consultant
for the American Red Cross in
Greensboro.
North Carolina A&T
State University held its blood drive
at Corbett Arena earlierthis month
for the American Red Cross. The
blood drive started at 1:30 p.m.
and lasted until 7:30 p.m. Even
though things moved very slowly
at the beginning, there was still
progress.

3

Black history...

By Sylvia N. Tabron

"If everyone who donates

Campus

AIDS once again is in the headlineswiththe announcemcntof heavy weight
boxerTommy Morrison being infected. How
can young students steer from the fatal disease.
Being a young adult in college can
he a wonderful experience. Most college
students are evaluating themselves and trying to refine their skills by following a
course study that will in the future be thekey
puzzle piece to make their lives complete.
During this transitional period, however,
many are facing an epidemic. A rapidly
growing numberof young adultsare becoming victims of AIDS.
According to the most recent statistics given by the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, AIDS for the.first
timewithin the past year became the leading
cause of death among all people in the
United States between the ages of 25 to 44.
Unintentional injury was second, followed
by cancer, heart disease, homicides and suicides. As the AIDS epidemic progresses,
d isproportionate ly m orecases ha ve occurred
in minority populations, specifically blacks
and Hispanics. In the U.S., racial/minorities
comprise 20% of the adult population, but
44% of the adults and 56% of the adoles-

A&T donated 57 units of
blood for the first blood drive of
the year. Burrows said they average three visits a year on A&T's
campus. During each visit, they
average 60 pints ofblood. "I would
love more sponsors," saidBurrows.
She added that in North Carolina
about six percent ofthe population
donates blood while about 95 percent of the population will need it
by the age of 72.
When asked why there
were not many people donating,
Burrows said it is the fear of the
unknown. People do not realize
that there is no risk in donating
blood, and it only takes about 10
By David Gaines
minutes to do the procedure.
Staff Writer
Dana Graham, the Associate Director of Blood Services,
The status of freshman doesn't have
tends to get a little excited when too many advantages when attending such a
she finds those who want to save prominent school as North Carolina
A&T
lives. "One unit of blood can save State University. When
major companies visit
as many as four lives," she said.
for interns, the freshmen are neglected and
Students and faculty forgotten for the more experienced and uppermembers who missed the blood class students
drive can still contribute. Another
With the correctattitude, aneffective
blood drive will be held on Mar. resume and
assertive interview techniques,
26, sponsored by the Air Force the Freshman Committee of the National SoROTC. Formoreinformation, they ciety of Black Engineers
explained
can call 1-800-290-6168 or 333those boundaries are not invincible,
2111.
and freshman, too. can coax those

One student's
interpretation
By

cents in this group have contracted thediscase.
Minorities account for 73% of all women with

AIDS and 78% of all children with AIDS. For
this reason, more focused education needs to
be directed towards persons of minority heritage. Everyone, however, can continue to be.
informed.
■':}■: To ensure that young adults receive
information about the dangers and other factors surrounding the disease, Guilford College, co-sponsored by the Community Foundation of Greater Greensboro and The Triad
Health Project, had established AIDS about
AIDS. This student service-learning conference on AIDS has provided information and
inspiration to young people across the eastern

United Stales.
Now, the AIDS about AIDS 1996

conference goes national. This year's event
featured Mohammed Bilal of MTV's The Real
World , Demetri Moshoyannis, the HIV pbsii
tive founder of Washington, D.C.'s Youth
Positive and workshops conducted by national
and local leaders, including Robert Hackett of
the Bonner Foundation and Ben McFaddeh of
The Triad Health Project.
The conference was held Feb. 15-18,
1996 at Guilford College in Greensboro. It
was free of charge and opened to conference
participants, Guilford College students and
the general public.

Brian Holloway
News Editor

An ROTC student caught the attention ofa certain person here on campus when
she interpreted a quote in Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.'s book Why We Can't Wail at the
Student Union Ball Room. During a candle
light visual for Martin Luther King, Jr., Junior
Class Vice President Antoinette Bostic said:
"Take your coinretaining its worth, and get off
the bus only after you have reached your destination. Learn all thatyou can and become the
best Afro-American achiever that you can be.
Make Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., a true "Aggie," smile upon you and say there goes another
one."
That interpretation of King's quote,
"But he who sells you the token instead of the
coin always retains the power to revoke its
worth, and to command you to get off the bus
before you have reached your destination,"
caught the attention of Chancellor Edward B.
Fort,

"He came up to me after the ceremony
and told me that every student at A&T should
know that," said Bostic, who is on a four-year
ROTC scholarship.
Bostic plans to run for senior class
president this spring to go along with her other
activities, which includes the South Carolina
Aggie Club, color guard and the saber team.
"I selected that quote because I think
it symbolized how Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
encouragedpeople to do better," said Bostic.

Aggie freshman feel neglected

Male residents from front page
Finance, the physical plant, contractors and cleaning to combat the
problems. He pointed out that the

different departments involved in
housing make ildil'ficult to coordinate communication but explained
that there are housing meetings
daily. "We(university administration) arc not going to put up with
any inadequacies atall. We have to
lake care of our own."
Along with other mem-

bers of housing and administration, Welborne plans lo establish
an advisory board within the halls
to have a direct line of communication among students and administration. Welbornealso admits lhat
there are problems in the ladies'
dorms but not on as large a scale as

in the men's dorms.
Welborne said he was
appreciative of the studenis voicing ihcir concerns and was apologetic about having to use a petition
to facilitate change. "Students
shouldn't have to revert to a petition to get ihe alteniion of administration," he said

In adOrcssin« ihc issue ol
refunding money, Welborne said:
"There is not a fund for refunding,
but we owe it to the students to give
them the best we can give them.'
A new plan consisting of

cable television, more computerization in the dormitories and all
inadequacies gone is scheduled to
be enacted and completed by Septcmbcr.

Though some problems
exist, thingsare improving. "There
has been a 360 degree turn around,"
said Haslye. "Although we still do
have some problems compared to
the past we're batting a thousand."
Haslye, who has worked in Scott B
for two years, pointed out lhat after
thcrepairs and maintenance is done,
the responsibility of up-keep falls
on the residcnis.

Haslye summed up the
experiences of the problems and
circumstances resulting from the
problems with his motto, which
hangs on a banner in the office of
Scolt Hall B, "Let the altitudes and
values of Scolt Hall B be a beacon
to classmates, staff and alumni

large firms into offering them an internship
A Resume Writing and Internship
Workshop was conducted on Feb. 6 in McNair
Hall for freshmen looking to get ahead in their
careers. The presentation included speakers
sharing their experiences, literature which included a list of businesses interested in interns, a resume writing lesson, mock interview to expose the do's and don't's and information as to where to go for more assistance.
"There are a lot of choices for resumes, and they showed us the basic format.
There were alot of good examples," saidDisa

Kenney, freshman chemical engineer major.
"What I got out ofit most was how I should write
it, how to present it, and basically how to go about
showing it to these companies."
Along with the effective resume, communication skills were stressed during the presentation along with professionalism and initiative. John Alford III, Vice-President of External
Affairs of SGA, Shewana Skinner, senior Industrial Engineer major, and Marques McCammon,
Fund Raiser Chairperson, shared experiences and
continued on page 10
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Focus of SGA meetings
remains unclear

TAKE rtlSGUNS

rtafJrMT WF y

Clark
Editor & Chief

byArchie

If you enjoy watching daytimeTV, perhaps you should take time out
to venture to a full body meeting of the Student Government Association.
There may not be a rehearsed script, but the drama and intrigue are just as
captivating. There is a cast of well-dressed characters, lots of dialogue, and
there is even back-stabbing and accusations of deceit. Or at least those
elements were present during a full body SGA meeting earlier this month.

Besides the informative oration by SGA president Aquarius Moore,
there was nothingbut constant bickering over everything from the budget to
the appropriate parliamentary procedure. They even argued over how long
one person could 'respond' to one another or whether or not the responses
constituted a debate which supposedly was not allowed. And after all the
drama settled down, they did not even resolve any of the problems, only
defined them and determined who was to blame.
At one point, a heated discussion over the recently abandoned Third
Thursday Lectures,betweenNandieDaniels,formerchairofthelectures,and
Aquarius Moore, got ugly. Daniels proceeded to 'respond' to Moore and
ultimately referred to her as a liar. I felt there was no need for this discussion
to be taking place at a full body meeting when it could have been done
completely in privacy or even over the phone. I do, however, applaud the
integrity of Moore. Despite the onslaught of attacks, she refused to argue with
them or even give credence to an accusation by refuting it.
The cast of characters even included former SGA President Keith
Bryant, well-known for having the most in-depth knowledge of the parliamentary procedure, which he used to his advantage. It is not uncommon for
him to manipulate the discussion only because he knows what he can get
away with, a good political tactic. It would seem to me a lot oftime could have
been saved if everyone else in attendance thoroughly understood the parliamentary procedure instead of arguing about it.
Bryant was kind enough to bring to Moore a list of questions dealing
with SGA matters for her to answer. His intentions appeared to be an attempt
to catch her unprepared. After an attempt by Moore to get him to repeat one
ofhis questions, Bryantrepeatedly refused and then informed her he believed
that she probably would not be "capable" of answering him even if he were
to repeat it. Many in attendance, including myself, thought this was a shot
below the belt. Once again Moore bither tongue and avoided an ugly conflict.
This parallels with the Native American cliche, "too many chiefs and
not enough Indians." If the SGA built a teepee, they probably would not be
able to decide who to sit in it, or at least the issue would be debated. In other
words, this sort of bickering will ultimately lead nowhere.
Tension was just as present in the half-empty and cavernous McNair
auditorium as bad feelings. As there were only a handful of students in
attendance, calling it a 'full body meeting' would be a farce. It is possible
students avoid the meetings in droves because of the ridiculous amount of

arguing

Despite the drama, I left the meeting feeling we have a one of a kind
SGA. At least they seemed to have a working knowledge of what problems
needed to be addressed. In the future when I attend full body meetings of the
SGA, I hope to hear resolutions, not woes.

"The light of the
university"

lltft Fellas!YoU UAOTTb Sltr? mH

Tte HBri cA« ,Ha»se 7 BuurTitois

We welcome your voices!
The A&T Register welcomes letters from its readers about their
opinions on subjects of general interest and public issue.
Faculty, all staff, students and alumni are encouraged to submit
their original ideas and opinions. Students should include their classification and major, and alumni should include residence.
Please keep your 'Voice' down to a two page minimum.We routinely
edit for space, style errors, punctuality, spelling and clarity as needed. Only
signed, typed letters, complete withfull address and telephone number, will
be considered.
Please address letters to
'Letters to the Editor,' The A&T Register, Box E-25
NC A&T SU, Greensboro, NC, 27411 Phone: (910) 334-7700

A&T computer labs lacking in many ways
Dear Editor,
During a recent trip to the campus of North Carolina State University,
my friend and 1 spent hours in their
computer lab. The hours we spent in
there were from 11 p.m. to 5 a.m. The
lab is a 24 hour lab, and he laughed as I
was shocked at the availability of the
lab.
I began to question why I felt
inferior to their school. I chose to attend
North Carolina A&T Stale University
because of the reputation as being one
ofthe most prestigious schools not only
among the black colleges, but of all
schools in North Carolina.
Not only did NCSU have 24
hour labs, their software and computers
were more advanced than ours. Our
system for e-mail is outdated, and their
monitors can presentmuch more graphical elements which are impossible on
our computer screens
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I've heard we have thosekinds of
equipment, but it's mostly in McNair especially for the engineering majors and
computer science people. I feel the discrimination by the school to pamper these
students because of their majors and neglect the rest ofthe student body is unfair.
We have to pay the same tuition as they
do, but we are left with overcrowded
computer labs where you have to wait to
get on a terminal just to use archaic software and programs.
Even with what little we dohave,
I have a hard timefinding someone to help
me learn more about these computers and
what I can do. How come these computer
science majors aren't in the labs helping
the rest of us learn a little something?
Being a proud Aggie, I'd like to
say in the future I graduated from a prestigious school receiving the most for my
money, but now, I'm not even sure if
that's true
O. M. Niscient
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Say one thing; do another, common when discussing parking
Dear Editor,
A column appeared in theNews andRecordon Feb. 20 outlining the

frustration that students at North Carolina A&T State University and UNCGreensboro have about the parking at both schools. In this article, Mr.
Charles Mclntyre, Vice Chancellor for Business and Finance at A&T,
showed "little patience" for the complaints. He is quoted as citing a study
"showing that you can walk from the southwest corner of the campus to the
northeast corner of the campus in five minutes."
The reporter asked both a trackrunner and a football coach about the
claim. Both said that the feat was next to impossible. Vice Chancellor
Mclntyre was unavailable for comment
Mclntyre can hardly be expected to be familiar with the everyday
struggle of finding a place to park. He has an assigned parking space, which
is a mere 65 paces to the front door ofthe Dowdy Building. Yes, therule shall
always be 'RHIP' (Rank Has Its Privileges). But there should be another
rule, 'Do It, Then Talk About It!'
The problem is particularly .acute among commuting students.
Commuters have no other choice. Thanks to the lack of mass transit, they
must park or flunk. The campus maps seem to show plenty ofparking spaces
What they fail to show is that, over the years, commuter spaces have been

systematically assigned to faculty and staff. RHIP again, but they take more
spaces and sell more commuter tuition every year. There are no "C-permit
only" parking lots as there are "A-permit only," "B-permit only" or "Staff
only" parking lots. Commuters have to compete with everyone. And guess
where they put up the yellow tape when lots of visitors are expected?
It is probably that the administration knows exactly what it is doing.
University life is supposed to be a pressure cooker where only the best can
stand the heat. Slogging 15 minutes at full speed through the mud and
freezing rain three or four times a day will surely build character. But crosscampus in five minutes? Credit us with a little intelligence, too!
The new parking deck, if and when it gets,built, will help a bit, if the
are
not sold to staff. But (1) commuter implies (1) vehicle which
spaces
requires (1) parking space - (Logic 101). The administration is very close to
selling more tuition than there are parking spaces.
Anybody remember Jim Bakker? He got a seven year vacation for
selling more condo memberships than he had condos.
Joseph Mitchell

A&T students neglected, outcasted from community
David Gaines
Staff Writer

by

After the departure of Subway Sandwich Shop two weeks ago, North
Carolina A&T StateUni versity students were onceagain pondering why they are left
with a choice between Williams Cafeteria and the Aggie Den in the Memorial
Student Union to find something to eat.
Though the food is either paid for through tuition at the cafe or inexpensive
at the Aggie Den, students at A&T still crave for a more diverse selection to choose
from. Even if content with the quality and choices of tbe cafe and Aggie Den, the
hours of operation do not always compliment the hours of some students' hunger
strikes
"I think that a variety of things would be better, but it'sjustthe fact that there
are so many things promised that never get done or are extremely delayed," said
Donald Ramsey, graduate industrial technology student.
Examples include the new technology building supposedly breaking ground
last Thanksgiving, the proposed parking deck to improve the congestion for
commuters, cable television in the dormitories along with other much needed
improvements and the renovation and extension of the Memorial Student Union.
The departure of Subway is not the first time a major chain visited the
campus of A&T. A few years ago, Taco Bell opened their services to the Aggies in
the Union, but their time was limited also as they made a run for the border.
"I thought it was a Taco Bell in the Union," said Ramsey, after a recent trip
to the Union to see it was a Subway.
With another Subway conducting business down the street owned by the
same man, students may question if this had any influence on ownerDanny Hassen's
decision to leave early. The trial period was expected to last four weeks but fell short
of three weeks. Is this because A&T students cannot support a business oncampus,
or is it the lack ofcooperation from the community in supporting A&T?
On UNC-Greensboro's campus, the students are treated with such a
selection ofrestaurants that visiting the cafeteria would be a last resort. They have
a complete restaurants from Spring Garden Bar & Grill, a deli sandwich shop,
Dogwood (a cafe-type bar) and an ice cream parlor from local businesses. Not only
does the community support them, they are privileged with the services of national
chains such as Chic-Fil-A, Taco Bell and Pizza Hut. All these options are conveniently located in their student union or somewhere on the campus.
As early as they awake can they have a breakfast to start their day offright,
and as late as 11 p.m. can they feast on chicken sandwiches and large pepperoni and

sausage stuff-crustpizzas sprinkled with mushrooms, olives and anchovies
Around the time when Aggies are munching on overpriced snacks (courtesy
of the vending machines which may ask for exact change only), UNCG students are
satiating their appetites with double decker tacos, burrito supremes or Mexican
pizzas. If they do not have the taste for Mexican, they can always choose chicken
fillets and waffle fries.
A&T students do not even have vending machines where maybe they can
dogs
buy ho,t
and sandwiches instead ofthe chocolate bars, chips and brittle chewing
gum contributing to their unhealthy diets.
Why can't A&T students be served by such prominent franchises? The stint
with Subway was a mere flirting with Aggie appetites, teasing those who thought
A&T students had'the luxuries of any other prestigious school in North Carolina
"It's wrong," said Tino Henderson, junior mechanical engineering major.
''In their (outside businesses) eyes, it's not profitable because we're black. They feel
it's better to set up over at UNCG."

"J think that a variety of things would be better, but it's just
the fact that there are so many things promised that never get
done or are extremely delayed..."
-Donald Ramsey, tech student
Subway officials claim poor business provoked the early pull out. While
most students at A&T do not even have transportation, it would seem logical the
Union's location was a benefit for Subway's business. Those students who could not
make it to the store on Summit Avenue could easily and more willingly travel to the
Union
"It's justfalse advertising," said Henderson. "Whenever I was in the Union,
people were always getting something from Subway. And they'll be the first ones to
put up ads during a basketball game, too."
Being as prestigious as A&T is, it is insulting to realize what little help is
received from the outside community. The community embraces the students at
UNCG while A&T students are neglected and outcasted from the city.
Students need to ask why the city in which they support does notreturn that
support. Why doesn't A&T have the luxuries as UNCG? Where are A&T students'
options for food other than the Aggie Den andWilliams Cafeteria? Why did Subway
really leave the campus ofNorth Carolina A&T State University?
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Aggie baseball optimistic regardless of obstacles facing
by

Wendy

Wilson and Archie Clark

Sports Editor/Editor-in-Chief

The 1995-96 North Carolina A&T StateUniversity baseball
is ready to take the field and give their fans another exciting
season of baseball. This year's team has more potential talent than
teams of recent years including one which won the conference championship. That victory three years ago was enjoyed by head coach
Richard Watkins, who was then a volunteer coach.
Coach Watkins is now entering his second year as head coach
and has great expectations for the season. Along with assistant coach
Derrick Dalton, he plans to take the team to a championship crown. "I
intend to win the conference... That's what I'm here for," he said.
This year's team has a much deeper and productive bench.
Coach Watkins recruited William Dudley out ofLanely High School
in Wilmington, N.C. He is projected to be the starting center fielder.
The team has also added transfers Ryan Johnson (Guilford College,
2nd base) and Jason Moore (Western Carolina, 1st base). EzraCowans
and Scottie Hopper lead the pitching stafffor the team. Alsoreturning
this year is pitcher Cory Lima, a previous team MVP.
"All ofourpitchers are good, but we need at least two more,"
said Watkins. "We have the quality; weneed the quantity.
"Although they are arelatively young team, they work very
hard at being their best," said Watkins. With some experience added
to the mixture, this team is bound to turn out a few good seasons for
A&T baseball. "We are a long way from where we need to be, but we
are headed in the right direction."
The A&T baseball team will face stiff competition to the
likes of ACC rivals Duke and Wake Forest. They will also encounter
Atlantic 10 competition in the form of Virginia Tech. The Aggies
kicked off their '96 season Feb. 15.
team

It is the general consensus of the A&T baseball team that
they can compete with any Division I program in the nation. Cory
Lima says, "With the conditions of not being able to recruit out-ofstate athletes, itis rather difficult to compete at thatlevel."Lima also
mentioned the $4 million UNCG recently spent to have a baseball
stadium built on their campus. Yet, North Carolina A&T has to share
a stadium with the Greensboro Bats, a minor league team.
"...Too much emphasis on the football and basketball programs and not enough on Aggie baseball," said Ezra Cowans, pitcher
and right fielder for the Aggies.
"We deserve more respect than we get. The A&T team has
been around for decades while UNCG's program hasn't been in
existence for more than 10 years. They have been posting good
seasons and have even been to the NCAA tournament," Cowans said.
Though the A&T team has been around for decades, the
freedom granted from the school isn't even enough to produce
stronger teams. Lima saidan average team consists of 30-35 players,
I I to 12 being pitchers, while A&T owns about 20 players, five or six
act ual pitchers. The team islimited to recruiting in-state players only,
handicapping the growth and potential areas ofrecruitment.
Another problem Lima cited is support. "...I mean support
from all aspects of the university: administration, faculty and even
students," Lima said."The problem is they justdon't know where the
games are, they don'tknow when or what they are missing and most
importantly that the games are even free."
Even with these disadvantages, the A&T baseball team has
a positive attitude about the season. Diligent working habits and
consistent teamwork is aprimary focus in competing with the tougher
opponents they will face this year.
"We hang with stiff competition, anyway," Lima said

A&T cagers
defend MEAC

back-to-back
championship
by

Wendy Wilson
Sports

Editor

This year's MEAC tournahas eight men's and eight
women's teams vying for the respective titles and the conference's
automatic berths to the NCAA Division I Basketball Championship
Tournament. Hampton University
and Morgan State will not participate. The women tip off the MEAC
tournament Feb. 28 at the Tallahassee-Leon County Civic Center with
games atlOa.m., 12p.m.,2p.m.and
4 p.m. The men's quarterfinals on
Feb. 29 at the Civic Center start at
1:30 p.m., 3:30 p.m., 5:30p.m. and
7:30 p.m.
The championship games
onMar. 2return to theCivic Center.
The women's title matchis set for 12
ment

p.m., and the men's championship is

at 3 p.rr

Tickets are still avails
fortheMEAC 1996Basketball
nament

Admission tickets can b
obtainedby contacting the
see-L,eon Loun y Civic Cei
-80i
ketmast
ing

any of the Pv

institutions
charge per

AC's 10 n
service I

ticket o

lcke

tma

order

The prices for the ticket
books, which include all 14 game
are $50 per book for adults and $22
per book for students. Single dayticket prices for adults are $10 on
Feb. 28 and $15 onFeb. 29- Mar. 2.

For students, single day tickets are
$5 Feb. 28- Mar.l and $7 on Mar. 2
for the championship.

Softball team looking 'tremendous"
by

Wendy Wilson

Sports Ed/tor

The Lady Aggie Softball team is ready for a

great season.Last year's team finished in fourth place,

and this year's team should be much stronger. Conditioning for the upcoming season is going very well,
and the enthusiasm from the team was "tremendous
from the beginning," said head coach Mamie Jones.
This is coach Jones' second season as coach
of the softball team. She is a former Aggie softball
player, and in 1979, she was named Player ofthe Year
for the Lady Aggie .basketball team. When asked
about her coaching style, she said, "I am a patient
coach that takes one day at a time." Coach Jones is
confident that the 1995-96 team has excellent potential and just needs time to "put the pieces ofthe puzzle
together."

The team is looking for experienced leadershipfrom juniorHelen Bowers and senior Clarrisa
Carl, who are both all-tournament players. Senior
Demetrice Manuel, a 2nd team all-tournament selection, will also be a leading force for the team.
Coach Jones has also recruited two freshmen who
hope to make great contributions to the team.
Latrisha Byrd will play at catcher, and Shakun
Humphries, who is a good all-around player, will
contribute to the pitching position.
Experience from the juniors and seniors
onthe team and strengthening the pitching position
will take this year's Lady Aggie softball team to
one of the top positions in the MEAC. "Every team
is a rival because we want to win every game we
play," expressed coach Jones. With this winning
attitude, the season is sure to be one worth watch-

At EDS, we serve clients in more than 35 industries and in 40
countries around theworld. We are currentlysearching forCustomer
Assistance Representatives to work at GM customer assistance
centers in Michigan.

Qualified candidates

must possess a Bachelor's degree or
equivalent, extensive knowledge of automotive mechanics,
excellent communication skills and the ability to relocate.

-

Consider the possibilities. Everything you need to succeed
salary, benefits and opportunity is here for you. For consideration,
please mail or e-mail your resume to: Tracy Schriver, EDS
Staffing, Dept 78-4367,700 Tower Drive, 5th Floor, Troy, MI 48098;
email: staffing@eds.com.

ing.

EDSis an equalapfommUy employer,

fins is a ngislmdmark ofEkxlnnic Data Systems Cdrpomlian.

Blacks take to the diamond
A look back at baseball, blacks, and a pure love for the game
BY Wendy Wilson
Sports Editor

With the baseball season already underway, this is a great
time to talk about the pioneers of this American pasttime. Established
in 1880 with the Cuba Giants, the professional Negro Baseball League
opened America's eyes to the African-Americans' talents outside of
the field.
In the eyes of the media, these outstanding individuals were
ignored and their existence minimized to a non-existent status. Although these players performed some of the most remarkable feats
baseball has everknown, it was nearly impossible to hear play-by-play
coverage of these ballplayers' games on the radio.
This lack of media coverage did not dampen the excitement
caused by the League, exci tement thatflourished for thefirs t half ofthe
twentieth century.
Though the game brought pleasure, it was filled with pain.
Players were sometimes asked to play four games a day. Eight hour
trips by car just to play one game was not unusual, and then there was
racism. Finding hotel rooms and food was hard. Getting a chance to
play in the "Major Leagues" was almost impossible. Despite the
heartache, thegame still brought sunshine to the days. The Annual AllStar games drew more than 50,000 fans nationwide to Chicago.
Black owners ran their own clubs and organized their own
leagues. Some of the teams included the Indianapolis Clowns, the
Baltimore Elite Giants, the Kansas City Monarchs, the Birmingham
Black Barons and the Chicago American Giants.
Jackie Robinson integrated modern day Major League Baseball in 947, but many great African-American players performec
magica
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MEAC commissione
possibly named next month
Wendy Wilson
Sports

Editor

Next year, the MEAC will be
headed by a new commissioner. Commissioner Ken Free's contract comes up forrenegotiation this summer. The MEAC schief
executive officer voted earlier this fall not
to rehire Free. Free is the only fulltime
commissioner in the league's history. Prior
to Free's appointment, the MEAC was run
from 1971-1978 by a trio of interim cornmissioners

Chancellor Edward B. Fort, the
president of the MEAC Council of Presi-

Come out and see the '96 Aggie
Baseball team as they take on
six ACC teams.

dents, did not comment on the situation.
Delaware State President William DcLauder,
chairman of the council's personnel commission said, "The council's decision not to
rehire Free was based on a desire to take the
conference in other directions."
Two applications for the position
have been received. Rudy Washington, ExecutiveDirector of the Black Coaches Association and head men's basketball coach at
Drake University, turned in an application
along with Claudie Mackey, Assistant Athletics Director at Elizabeth City- State University. MEAC officials hope to name a
successor sometime in March.

THE cos m
AND EFFECTS A
OF W HIGH f
CHOLESTEROL

Bill Cosby knows how high blood cholesterol can lead to heart
disease. He also knows how changes can help turn the problem
around. To learn more, contact your nearest American Heart
Association

You can help prevent heart disease. We can tell you how

American Heart Association %j}
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Goodie Mob brings
"We get our picture goodies for the soul
taken too?"
By

Otis Reid

Entertainment Writer

Everyone
young and
old can have
a good time
at A&T

If you thought rap artists' only
intentions were to cause corruption and violence in the black community, you have not
heard one of its latest productions.
After their cameo appearance on
Outkast's album, 'Southernplayalisticadillacmuzik,' the Goodie Mob has
released their debut album entitled 'Soul
Food' on LaFacc Records.
ThaCs right, food for the soul.
Coming out ofAtlanta, group members CeeLo, Big Gipp, Khujo and T-Mo's Objective
is to provide black people with the truth they
have been deprived of through the years.
It is evident in various tracks that
Goodie Mob's primary concern is the demise of black people. For example, the
introductory track, "Free," is a vintage spiritual harmony from the daysofslavery to the

black people can relate to. Goodie Mob
verbally abuses oppression on the track

"Goodie Bag," where Cee-Lo showcases
his talent on the microphone. His flow will
persuade some rappers to put down their
mic's and pick up the classified because in
this business, only the skillful survive.
Afterreading about the contents of
this album and the intentions of the artists,
what does Goodie Mob really mean anyway? Well, you must listen to the album in
order to obtain the answer.
Since its release date, the album
has been doing exceptionally well in stores,
and if sales progress, it will be considered as
one of the top albums of the 90's. The
contingency of platinum status may label it
as a classic.

'

civil rights movements.

"Cell Therapy," thefirst single released from the album, has a profound message that everyone must take heed to, especially those sorcalled "thug-niggas." Don't
be misled by the beats; the important issue is
the message, "use that tool between your
two shoulders."
Othertracks suchas "ThoughtProcess," "Dirty South," "Sesame Street" and
"SoulFood" vividly express the life experiences of the artists themselves which many

photo by Nate Rogers

18th Annual Gathering

April 5-6,1996

If you are fascinated by radio, television and
cable broadcasting and want to explore career
and internship opportunities in these fields,
you'll want to join representatives from more
than 100 black colleges and universities at this
year's convention. In addition to the educational
value at this convention, chances are you'll
get to meet one of your favorite recording stars
and get a first hand look at the telecommunications aspects of the 1996 Olympic Games.

Come On Down!
April 5-6, 1996 in Atlanta, Georgia
at the Renaissance Hotel

$75 pre-registration fee (includes all meals)

After March

1, 1996 -$90.00)

Information

404.523.6136

Black College Radio Organization
Post Office Box 3191
Atl t 'G
30302

The date for Black
College reunion in
Florida confirmed
From Staff Reports

Jam Splash Black College Reunion, an event produced by TNT Productions and sponsored by the Coalition of
HistoricallyBlack Colleges and Conim unication Companies, has been confirmed for
Apr. 12-14 in Jacksonville, FT.
As reported by The
Florida Times Union, Jam Splash
Black College Reunion promoter
T.C. Copeland's Jan. 17 meeting
with city officials in Jacksonville
confirmed that the city will play
host to the event this spring. Jacksonville Councilman Terry Fields
commented, "I'm very positive
about having this event. It's here,
and 1we hope it will be next year.
Let's make it work for the city."
Activities planned by
Copeland will include a student
leadership conference on Apr. 12.
Healso wants to include concerts,
a job fair, motivational speakers
and greetings by various congressional leaders on Apr. 13-14 at
Metropolitan Park in Jacksonville.
The Jam Splash Beach
Party, scheduled for Apr. 13-14 at
Hanna Park, will feature live
reggae and R&B performances by
national recording artists.
The Florida Times Union
also reported that Jacksonvilleand
the sheriff's office plan lo get the
word out to local nightclubs and
other businesses who may be interested in participating. Past experiences in Daytona Beach have
shown that events planned by
Copeland have been well-attended
and troublefree.
Copeland, whose TNT
promotion company was credited
with helping to bring over 75,000
visitors to theDaytona Beach area
during the April 1995 event, said
that Jam Splash Black College
Reunion has shown outstanding
growth

"Last year's event in
Daytona Beach was a great success," said Copeland, "but many
of those attending will welcome a
new environment. We need room

:

to grow.'
(Published As An Educational Service By This Newspaper)
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By Purity Blake

tor in the

StaffWriter

The echoes ofihe "I have a Dream"
speech by Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.
stillrings in our hearts and minds. Let's not

ever forget about the four A&T freshmen
(David Richmond, Ezell Blair, Franklin
McCain and Joseph McNeil) who catalyzed
the sit-in movements by refusing to move
from the Woolworth counter or Rosa Parks
who refused to give up her seat on a bus to
another white passenger.
Also take note ofthefact that some
inventions we use orare governed by, such
as the traffic light, were contributions to
society by African Americans. The list is
continuous with trailblazers from the past
who fought hard with a spirit of non-violence or radical idealism in the struggle to
get civil rights for the present and future
generations.

The origin of National Black His-

tory Month goes back to National History
Week that was started Feb. 7, 1926. The

founder, Carter G. Woodson, was a major
contributor to awareness ofAfrican-American history and culture. He was stimulated
to start this commemoration because he was
frustrated by Eurocentric history books lhat
denied or distorted black history. Woodson,
whoeamed his Ph. D. in history from Harvard
in 1912, knew the importance that history
played in the survival ofarace. "If arace has
no history," he wrote, "if it has no worthwhile tradition, it becomes a negligible fac-

thought of the world, and it stands
in danger of being terminated."
The celebration of black heritage
was officially expanded from a week to a
month in 1976. Ten years later, Senate Joint
Resolution 74 was issued and signed by
President Ronald Reagan making February
Black History Month. A month may be
designated, but for most, if not all African
Americans, the recognition extends beyond
February.
It seems that Joeletta Patrick, a
senior electrical engineering major from
Greensboro, cherishes the memories ofher
forefathers. "I think every month should be
black history month because weshould never
forget what our mothers and fathers went
through so that we can obtain a better standard of living," she said.
There weremany specialprograms
held during this month to give additional
vibrancy to National Black History Month.
These programs allowed everyone to take
part in differentcultural events. TrafijaBlack
History Celebration Tour came from 2-5
p.m. Feb. 12 to the Memorial Student Union
with an exhibit and gift items for students
and faculty. A lecture on "African-American Women Artists" was given by Acting
Curator Regina Holden of the Mattye Reed
Heritage Center on Feb. 20 in Gibbs Hall.
Dr. Sandra C. Alexander, Director of Freshman Advisement and author of"Black Butterflies," shared with others short stories
from her book. "I doa lot ofreadings during
the month of February. There are more re-

KMart from page 2
that its local top wage of $8.50
per hour is based on what similar jobs in the Triad area pay.
The civil protest has
cost the city ofGreensboro thousands of dollars. The mass protest must be manned by area
police to keep the peace. The
protest on Dec. 2, for example,
was manned by 29 police officers which cost the city
$7,263.30. On Dec. 16, 66 officers were assigned at a cost of
$19,783.39 to the tax payers,
and on Jan. 15,159 officers were
assigned to the protest at a cost
of $19,783.39. The bill must be
taken by the city as there is no
responsibility to Kmart constitutionally, yet the protestors are
protected under thefirst amendment

Terence X Chapman,
president of the Nation of Islam
Students Association on the
campus ofNorth Carolina A&T
State University said Kmart's
actions are a reflection of the
company's mentality. "It's a
community issue that includes
paying blacks less," he said.
Chapman, who has participated
in the protest, encourages the

boycott ofKmart stores and says
he hopes it will end the "institutionalized injustice" which oppresses black communities.
The protest itself shows
no racial bounds although 40 percent of the employees are from
the African-American community. The actual protest includes
an equal number of white and
black participants. The majority
of those arrested in December
were in fact white.
Kmart expressed shock
when told of the rejection of the
funds that were slated to be used
in a crime prevention program
that included tutoring services
for disadvantaged children.
Shawn Kahle, Kmart's vice president of corporate affairs, told the
News & Record last week he has
never seen any corporation who
bases itself on thecause ofjustice
display such inconsistent behavior. Kahle perhaps is referring to
the fact that the NAACP solicited the donation and later rejected at their own will. Kahle
claimed the contribution was not
done for the sake of public relations

Hey Aggies!
Athletes, Clubs Greeks, Etc!
Send your shout-outs in
the Register.
For more info, call the advertising
manager at
334-7700

quests for me to read during this month than
any othertime ofthe year. Reading my short
stories provides me with the opportunity to
help them give serious thought about what it
means to be African American during this
juncture."

Black history month reminds African Americans of the rich heritage of their
people. The trailblazers of the past have
offeredtheirlives as a sacrifice to the struggle
of equal rights that benefited not only African Americans but this society as a whole.
Dr. Samuel Moseley, professor in

9

thePolitical Science Department, wants students to be prepared to keep the torchburning. "Black history month is an opportunity
for students to be madeaware of the tremendous contributions of people of AfricanAmerican descent, not only in this country
but throughout the world. It's a month that
forces other ethnic and racial groups to
acknowledge greatness in our race. It is an
opportunity also for youth to take very seriously their obligations to prepare for the
future as the torch is passed to them," he
said.

Chicken number one from page 2
place ofthe traditional ones. Since this is the
first timethatanyonehas ever used leaves as
an alternative,
the
project is still
in its preliminary stage. In
Credit Card fundraisers
the meanfor fraternities, sororities
time, Willis
& groups. Any campus
advises poulorganization can raise
try consumto $1000 by earning
up
ers to make
a whopping $5.00/
sure thattheir
VISA application.
products are
Call 1-800-932-0528 ext. 65
well cooked

poultry bedding.
He began experimentation in the
last summer with four successive trials. It
involved three separate test groups composed of broiler chickens. Each group was
penned with different bedding material.
According to Willis, the group lhat used a
bedding material of pure leaves has progressed justas well as the other groups. The
impact of the experiment is measured by
both production and processing parameters.
These include such problems as grass blisters, leg problems, feed conversion, weight
gain and mortality.
Looking ahead to the future, Willis
said he hopes this method can be utilized in

Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

Ask theIRS
am or pm.

Tax questions? Call TeleTax, toll-free, for recorded
information on about 150 tax topics, 24 hours a day.

Department of the Treasury
flfffiffl
</S5//l Internal Revenue Service

Tfa-, |

http://www.ustreas.gov

1-800-829-4477

You'll gain valuable experience,
and a lot of character references.
The Walt Disney World® College Program offers
ambitious students a unique opportunity to experience

"the magical world of Disney"
from the inside. You'll be part of a top-notch team
all working toward the same goal of a spectacular
guest experience!

Representatives will be on campus to answer all your questions
concerning the Walt Disney World"' College Program.

Interviewing: All Majors! Positions
attractions,

available throughout theme parks and resorts:

food & beverage, merchandise, lifeguarding, and many others! Ask the Disney

Representative about special opportunities for students fluent in Portuguese. A

Presentation Date: March 25,1996
Time: 6:00 pm
Location: Merrick Hall
For More Information Contact: Ralphel Boyd, (910)

„

I6IGI 3X

334-7656
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Arts and sciences honors program opens doors Prostate cancer
cally motivated. The program also
helps these students to have the
opportunity to increase their level
ofknowledge in their major. This
can be doneby attending seminars,
independent research, and other
special activities.
Allstudents who have the
qualifications of graduating from
the Honors Program and students
who have high SAT scores are
eligible to participate.
Procedures for enrollment include contacting the Office
of the Dean of the College of Arts

By Sylvia Tauron

Staff Writer

The Honors Program in
the College ofArts and Sciences is
a program dedicated to show those
students who have worked diligently in the majors and have
proven to themselves they have
what it takes to succeed.
"The program helps to
open doors," said Melissa Deans, a
staff writer for University Relations, "so that these participants
can get further in life."
Deans said that she graduated from the Honors Program in
1988, and "it was a rewarding and
honorable experience." She said
that even though there is plenty of
hard work, reaching the goal is the
focal point.
Graduating from the Honors Program involves having completed at least 12 hours of Honors
course work with no less than a
grade of"C" in any Honors course
and haveaminimum GPAof3.0in
all Honors courses taken for Honors credit. The student must also
have an overall GPA of 3.0 and a
minimum GPA of 3.0 in his orher
major department for graduation
from the Honors program.
The purpose of the program is to prepare graduate study,
professional pursuits and leadership roles for those students who
are gifted, talented and academi-

answered by conference

and Sciences for application materials and an application form filled
out by students with two recom-

mendations. Recommendationsfor
entering freshmen should be written by the high school principal
and the counselor. Those students
who already attend A&T should
have recommendations written by
two faculty members-, one ofwhom
must be in the student's major's
department.

With such programs, the
students of A&T are encouraged
to always strive for their best.

Neglected freshman from page 3

Archie Clark
Editor-1n-Chief

The day begins early in
the morning. He has to wake up
early sohe can face the rigors of
being a college student in a top
notch business department and
meet the diallenges that go along
with entrepreneurship.
He shines his shoes and
presses his suit as he docs everyday. From the decorative cuff
link on his sleeves to the look in
his eyes, these things signify the
mature, young businessman he
has already aspired to be.
You may have probably seen him; perhaps, he has
stopped and chatted with you
about his business. He is Abdul
Baker, the owner of Silks clothing store. A store that sells to the
elite of Greensboro's AfricanAmerican community.
Chris Whitaker, a barber atFlashLight's, said he does
not mind paying the extra money
to look good at work. "The
clothes are comfortable, and they
are one ofthe reasons my clientelekeep coming back. Many of
my customers are doctors, lawyers and professors at A&T, and
they probably preferservice from
people who dress like them."
Whiuiker went on to
say, "The only problem is the
hair that gets on the designer
Perry Ellis shirts Abdul sellsme.
I have a dry-cleaning bill as long
as your arm. Seeing Abdul in

Gaines
Staff Writer

Whatis prostate cancer?
Whatcauses it? Who is mostlikely
to develop the cancer?
These questions and more
will be answered during a prostate

cancer teleconference from 3-5:30
pjn. on Mar. 5 in the McNair Auditorium. It.will be sponsored by
the NC Chapter of the National
Black Leadership Initiative on
Cancer, the" American Cancer Society and the Iota Phi Theta Fraternity, Inc. (Zeta & Nu Omega Chapters).
The objectives are to edumen in
the severity and susceptibility of
Gate black

examples of different situations
theyfaced duringtheirinternships.
Each explained how they obtained
the internships, their duties and
how they wrote it in theirresumes.
McCammon, for example, performed janitorial duties such as
sweeping and cleaning at his internship program, but he described
it as, "assisted withorganizing the
lab environment."
Haywood Stowe, Industrial Relations Chairperson, and
Basheerah Enahora, vicepresident
of NSBE, taught how to write an
effective resume. Sampleresumes
were shown to highlight the iO
major points in writing a resume.

They encouraged students to sub-

mit theirresumes to be included in
a resume book eventually being
sent to various companies across
the country
A mock interview between Enahora and Diane Brown,
freshman mechanical engineer major, was presented to show the correct way to handle an interview.
When the first questionposed was
why was her g.p.a. so low, Brown
responded, "Well, I was being
lazy..."
Afterthe laughter settled,
Enahora critiqued Brown's responses exposing different ways
to word each answer to gain the

Aggie entrepreneur always sharp in Silks
By

By David

action

has given
me
an
education witho u t
books. I
mean, I

have
learned
skills
from retail sales
to mar-

keting."
I like to
come to
work and
see the
barbers
wearing

t

h

e

clothes I
provided
them
with,'

Baker Abdul Baker, "...when it comes to clothes, I'm their man."
said.
He said the fashionable body from barbers to doctors to car
clothes mixed with the retail store dealers. They allknow that when it
style lobby give the entire atmo- comes to clothes, I'm their man."
sphere of Flash Light's a "Cup of
Baker duly credits the
Class
North Carolina A&T State
His strategy is probably University's business department
what separates him from other withtheaccounting and bookkeeppeople in this type of business. ing knowledge which he has used
Baker has developed a marketing to further his business.
strategy that has allowed him to
"I love clothes, but being
develop a clientele he can relate to. the business man that I am, I will
"They always come back and want go where the business is," Baker
more," he said. "I sell to every- said.

professional tone and earn intern-

ships.
"The aim was to inform
freshman about internships," said
Adrienne Hall, President of the
Freshman Committee. "We tried
to describe internships, explain
how to get them, to be comfortable
with the companies during interviews, to writeresumes and clear
up any myths and questions about
internships."
As students arrive for
their freshman year, they may be

prostate cancer, motivate health
care providers, clergy and community leaders tp spread information on this cancer, equip participants with a better understanding
of the controversy surrounding
prostate cancer screening, help

people become aware of their options and simply encourage more
black men to participate in studies
that may lead to improved management and treatment of prostate
cancer.

Greensboro is one of 11
sites selected to participate in the
statewide teleconference. Registration is free and open to the conference, but space is limited. Information can be obtained by calling
1-800-ACS-2345.
intimidated with the competition
for internships, but the Freshman
Committee cleared up the misconceptions about freshman not having opportunities. They can begin
earning their experience with respected companies just as soon as
they know the facts about internships and writing resumes.
Anyone interested in receiving help with theirresumes or
placing their resumes in the resume book can call the Office of
Career Services, 334-7018.

Muhammad speaks at forum
for rebuilding black family
Holt
Staff Writer

By Rayciion

In accordance to black
history month, the Nation of Islam
Students Association presented a
forum on "Rebuilding the Black
Family" featuring Nation of Islam
representative Minister Willie
Muhammad. The forum was held
7 p.m. on Feb. 1 in the Memorial
Student Union.
Eddie X, member of the
Nation of Islam, opened with
prayer. He was followed by
Terence X,President ofthe Nation
ofIslam Students Association, who
delivered the purpose of the lecture. "Once we find out who we
are, we can better relate to one
another," he said.
Yolanda Muhammad,
also a member of the Nation of
Islam, gave a woman's perspective to the black family. "Building
a family takes two, a man and a
woman," she said. "We have gotten out of the practice of learning
how to bea woman. It is important
that we as females learn our proper

role.':

StudcntGovernmcnl As-

sociation President Aquarius
Moore talked about how students
need to improve theirrelationsh ips
with each other. "We must first
respect each other. You don' t have
to like me to respect me," she said.
Featured speaker, Minister WillieMuhammad talked about
the link between uniting with God
and uniting the black family. "We
have been disconnected from our
father," he said. "We've been trying to see things from a physical
aspectinstcad of a spiritual reality.
In order to rebuild the black family, we've got to rebuild the black
mind.'

Muhammad also recognized that the element ofenvy must
be eliminated if the relationships
among black people are to be reconciled. "Students have been
trained to suck blood from one
another," he said.

Muhammad ended by
saying that if black people don't
learn how to feel their spiritual
selves, it will be impossible to rebuild the black family.
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Marketing challenge sends Brians off to Germany
By

Brian Holloway
News Editor

7fl€T

Their first names are the
same, their ambitions are similar,
but their willingness to sacrifice is
the similarity that earned Brian
Keefer and Brian Pearson a trip to
Frankfurt, Germany.
The two senior marketing majors put together a marketing plan for the Trcvira flame resistant fibers and were awarded a
trip toGcrmany. The contest, called
the Marketing Challenge, is conducted every year for North Carolina A&T State University students.
Pearson, who is from
Andover, N.J., said: "It took us an
entire semesterto finish theproject.
We had to brainstorm, develop our
product and plan our presentation.
We had to know which advertiser
and cultures would be effected."
Keefer, the Brian from
Pleasant Garden, N.C, feels the
presentation is what clinched first Matthews (a production engineer
prize. Their theme was "Safety at 107.5FM) owed me a couple of
System Standard" and focused on favors so he did the commercial
Japan. The duo developed a confor us, which I think really imsumer awareness program, two pressed the judges," said Keefer.
advertisements and a professionKeefer and Pearson left
ally produced commercial.
for Germany Jan. 9,returning five
"My
John days later, more aware of another
friend

Muslim students combat stereotypes
By Raychon Holt

Staff Writer

North Carolina A&T
State University's Muslim studentsare com ing forward to com bat stereotypes and provide a more
honest portrayal of Islam. The
Muslim population on campus is
made up of both Orthodox and
Nation of Islam students, each
with individual ideologies.
"Many times when you
tell someone that you are Muslim, if you are black, they automatically associate you with the
Nation of Islam," said Rekyiah
Muhammad, an Orthodox Muslim and senior finance majorfrom
Raleigh, N.C. "The difference is
that the NOI deals with more
political and social issues while
Orthodox Islam is based on the
same principles of Christianity
and Judaism," she added.
A&T's Muslim students
also deal with the negative images perpetuated by the media.
The NOI has had to deal with
being portrayed as a racist organization led by a racist, namely

LouisFarrakhan.Onesludentsaid
this image is a false one. "I feel
that the Honorable Louis
Farrakhan is not a racist," said
Terence X Chapman, president

of the Nation of Islam Students
Association. "When they call
Farrakhan a racist, they don't dispute the truth of what he says.
They just call him names."
Orthodox Muslims also
have to deal with negative portrayals that have hurt their image.
"I spend hours in the cafeteria
answering questions about Islam,
and I would like to clear up the
fact that most people think of
Muslims as terrorists," saidRasha
Mohamed, an Orthodox Muslim
and freshman psychology major
from Raleigh, N.C.
to
According
Muhammad, the only way to combat these stereotypes is through
education. "I think it is up to us as
Muslim students to bring people
in and educate not just Muslim
students but all students on Islam.
It is a way of life based on the
same principles of Judaism and
Christiar+ity, not terrorism,"
Muhammad said.
Chapman also feels lhat
education is theanswer. "The purpose of the Nation of Islam is to
educate people on the teachings
of the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad through the Honor-"
able Louis Farrakhan."

c ul ture and educated on the importance of the

textile industry.
"It was a shock to me
whenI saw the police at the airport
carrying machine guns, ready to
fire incase anyonegotoutofhand,"
said Pearson. "You had to have an
acquired taste for the food, but the

In health conscious environment,
can students fit the standard?
Williamson also said that because three
Lahari Jones
Staff Writer

By

Many Americans are becoming more health conscious in
the 90s by eating less junk foods
and more fruits and vegetables, but
can we say the same for local college students? In interviewing students atNorth Carolina A&T State
University, many of them are not
eating healthy at all.
Dome' McGill, a junior
communications major, tries to
maintain a low-cholesterol diet byeating low-sodium potato chips,
rye bread and whole wheat crackers. McGill lives on campus so he
has to frequently visitthe cafeteria
that serves foods that are far from
healthy. "When I go to the cafe, I
eat french fries and pizza," said
McGill. Eating pizza and french
fries everyday, as some of the students do, is certainly not healthy.
Tasha Williamson says
she eats a good meal once a week
that consists of a salad, mashed
potatoes, chicken and bread. Even
though this meal consists of the
four food groups, Williamson
needs to know if she is consuming
the correct amount of each food.

"Freeman" breaks black social barriers
I5y Sylvia Tabron

Staff Writer

Although Valentine's
Day is over and may not have been
a good day for some, it may not
take the place oflove, but the fun is
not over!

The play "Freeman," presented by the UnderCullure, a new
theater company, opened Feb. 16
at the Broach Theatre on South
Elm Street.
"Freeman," a play in two
acts, was written by the celebrated

African-American playwright

Philip Hayes Dean in 1973 and
was first presented by The American Place Theatre in New York
City under the direction of Lloyd
Richards. "Freeman"depicts man's
effort to break through the hierarchy ofsocial class within the black
community. The UnderCulture, a
newly formed theater company for
young actors and actresses between
the ages of 15 and 25, provides
young adults with the opportunity
to promote self-discovery and develop higher -self-esteem within
their involvement in theater.

Keefer's partner said: "I
think itis sad that somepeople are
not willing to pay the price to be
the best. They must realize that
you have to compete to get ahead."
Although there were not many entries, Keefer and Pearson did have
to beat the defending champions.
"Brian (Keefer) is
hardworking, inquisitive, but he
can be annoying sometimes," said
Pearson. "But he isa good guy, and
I would love to work with him
again." According to Keefer,
Pearson is very talkative, but they
work well together. "I've worked
with him on some other projects. I
thought it would be to our advantage to enter the contest together
because we work so well together,"
said Keefer.
Both Brians want to own
their own businesses one day.
Keefer thinks it will take him eight
to 10 years after graduation, while
Pearson
feels it will take him 10 to
cocktails were great."Pearson also
years after graduation.
15
added that his traveling partner
Nevertheless, both men
had one too many cocktails, comhave
two different strategies of
menting thathis friend, whohe has
known forone year, couldnot "hold reaching their goals. Keefer wants
to start out in a small business,
his apple wine."
while
Pearson wants to start with a
However, the trip was not
corporation.
large
all fun and games for the two. They

JudithKastner, who is the
Community Development/Marketing Director for the United Arts
Council, said,"This is a wonderful
opportunity for the community to
encourage young actors in our area
and to support this new organization, the UnderCuliure." She also
said that The African ArtsFestival
is proud to have this play as one of
the events in the program.
This play could be the
break to let people see that a chance
may be all lhat they need lo make
that difference in their lives.

she is a student and has classes all
day, she does not have time for
breakfast or lunch.
Before coming to school,
both McGill and Williamson's eating habits were different. Both ate

Giue

yourself

meals a day which were balanced and well-prepared. College
students' diets tend to take a drastic change when they leave home

because they have no one around
to cook for them anymore so they
tend to eat unhealthy.
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Going down to South Florida over
spring break? Mix a little business
with pleasure and visit one of Motorola's
world-class facilities while you're in the
sunshine state. You might just end up
giving yourself the biggest break
imaginable.

Engineering and Computer Science interns and graduates are
invited to call 1-800-955-7443 to register for an informal half-day
presentation on career opportunities with Motorola—the $27
billion world leader in wireless communications, semiconductors
and advanced electronic systems and services.
You II meet with business managers of our Paging Products and
Radio Products groups. And you'll like what you'll hear about our
leading-edge technologies, exceptional benefits and ongoing

professional development programs.

Career presentations will be held every Thursday through the
month of March at one of our South Florida locations.
Give yourself a break and call us today.

Call Today for Volt
Registration Packet

1-800-955-1143

For more information about
Motorola, visit us on the internet:
http://www.mot.com.

MOTOROLA
What you never thought possible.

™

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Every
ofkids bring guns to school
Find out how to help get guns out ofthe hands of children.

c^800-WE-PREVENFit^
Not one more lost life. Not one more grievingfamily. Not one mo
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